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SCALING OF e+e- STORAGE RING PARAMETERS TO ENERGIES BEYOND LEP -
E. Keil, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

ABSTRACT 
The scaling laws of some of the most important machine parameters 
and phenomena with the design energy are derived for e+e- storage 
rings even larger than LEP. These scaling laws are then used to 
arrive at likely parameters for such storage rings which are 
illustrated by a few exampl es. The diffi cul ti es ari si ng are 
di scussed. 

1. BASIC RELATIONS 

A design procedure for e+e- storage rings 1) exists which allows a list of machine 
parameters to be computed, starting from a relatively small number of assumptions. It is 
briefly outlined in this section. 

The luminosity L obtained when e+ and e- beams with N particles each collide head-on 
is 

(1 ) 

where f is the revolution frequency, k is the number of bunches in each beam, and ax and 
a yare the horizontal and vertical rms beam radi i, respectively. In order to obtain a 
hi gh 1umi nos i ty it is des i rab 1e to keep the beam cross-secti on axay sma 11 • Thi s 1eads to 
the concept of low-B insertions2) which are included in all storage ring designs. A 
lower 1imi t on the cross-section ari ses from the focusi ng effect of one beam on the 
other one which is usually expressed in terms of the linear beam-beam tune shift ~Q. In 
the horizontal and vertical plane, it is given by 

N r 8e x (2)~Qx = 2n k y (ax + ay) Ox 

N re By 
(3) 

Here re is the classical electron radius, Bx and By are the horizontal and vertical 
amplitude functions at the crossing point, and y is the relativistic factor. Experience 
with existing e+e- storage rings has shown that there is an upper limit3) on the tune 
shifts which can be achieved. This limit is called ~Q. 

By using (3) to eliminate one power of N from (1) the following expression is 
obtai ned: 

(4) 

Here it has been assumed that ax » ay. 
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If (4) is to be valid and if ~Qx and ~Qy are both to be equal to ~Q, the ratio of the 

beam sizes must be chosen so that 

(5) 

and the horizontal emittance Ex must be chosen as follows: 

(6 ) 

Suitable lattice parameters to achieve this will be discussed in Section 5. In deri ving 

(6) it has been assumed that the momentum spread does not contribute to the beam size at 

the crossing points, i.e. that the dispersion vanishes there. There are many good 

reasons for this choice4). 

An electron which is accelerated transversely with a bending radius P emits 

synchrotron radiation corresponding to an energy loss per unit length given by: 

2 r Eo y4dU e (7)as -! e p2 

Here Eo is the electron rest energy, and e its charge. The total loss per turn Us is 

therefore, assuming constant p: 

dU
27fp as� (8) 

The power Pb which has to be supplied to the� two beams is, combining (4) and (8):� 

2�167fre Eo By L y3 
(9 )Pb = ------3 ~Q p 

2. SIZE AND COST 

It follows from (9) that, for constant L and By, the product PbP scales like y3. 

The individual scal'ing laws for Pb and P were obtained by Richter5) using cost 

optimization based on unit prices for tunnels equipped with a FODO lattice, tunnels 

equipped with RF cavities made of copper and operated CW, RF power installations, and 

electricity cost. Similar procedures were developed by Ritson6) for pulsed RF systems 

and Bauer7) for superconducting ones. 

The result of Richter's cost optimization is that the size of a machine, and hence 

its cost, scales approximately like the square of the energy. The scaling laws for other 

quantities given below will be based on the assumption that the size scales like E2 

exactly. This result can be made plausible by the following two observations. 

In the design of the RF system a balance I1lJst be found between the cost of the 

cavities which is proportional to their length Lc ' and the cost of the RF power which is 
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proportional to 1/Lc when the RF power delivered to the beam is ignored. It is -
intuitively obvious that the balance is obtained at a given voltage gradient, independent� 
of the machine energy. The optimum gradient is quite low, about 1 MV/m, far below the� 
breakdown limit of copper cavities. The cavity length is proportional to the synchrotron� 
radiation loss, Lc '" Us if the variation of the stable phase angle with energy and the� 
higher-mode voltage Uhm are neglected.� 

In the design of the whole machine an optimum must be found between the total cost of� 
the whole RF system and the cost of the bending arcs. Here it is 'intuitively obvious� 
that this optimum is reached when the fraction of the machine circumference occupied by� 
the RF system is independent of the energy, i.e. when the machines are similar, and p and� 
Lc scale in the same manner, as long as the unit prices are independent of the energy.� 
Since the synchrotron radiation loss Us,'" E4/ p, the product pLc scales like E4, and p and� 
L scale 1ike E2• .�c 

3. RF SYSTEM 

From the scaling laws it is known that the length of the RF system scales like E2.� 
It follows from (~) that the synchrotron radiation power scales like EU3y/flQ. Further� 
parameters of the RF system are discussed in this section.� 

3.1 RF power 

The total RF power which has to be supplied by the power sources is made up of� 
several contributions, the dissipated power in the cavities Pd, the synchrotron radiation� 
power Pb, the hi gher-mode power and the ref1 ected power due to the transi ent beam�Phm , -loading. In a CW RF system the largest fraction is the dissipated power Pd Which scales� 
like E2• The synchrotron radiation power Pb scales like ELBy/flQ.� 

Since Pb scales with a lower power of Ethan Pd' the fraction of the total RF power� 
transferred into the beam decreases with energy if the other parameters remain the same.� 
Thi sis a good reason to look for al ternatives to copper cavi ti es dri ven by CW power� 
sources. Two al ternatives have been proposed. Pul si ng the power sources8) mi ght� 
become attractive when the time between bunches becomes long compared to the RF filling� 
time. Superconducting RF cavities would reduce the dissipation by a large factor.� 

The higher-mode losses are due to the excitation of electro-magnetic fields in the� 
cavities by the passage of the short intense bunches. They have two effects on the RF� 
power requi rements. The power Phm correspondi ng to them has to be supp1 i ed to the� 
beams. At a given frequency and bunch length it scales like (LByE/flQ)2/k, but is usually� 
negligible. The second effect is the additional dissipated power because the cavity vol�
tage has to be increased to compensate the higher-mode voltage Uhm. At a given frequency� 
and bunch length Uhm'" E3LBy/(kflQ). As long as Uhm«Us ' the dom'inant term in the addi�
tional dissipation scales like E3LBy/(kflQ), i.e. more steeply than Pd.� 

With a constant RF voltage gradient the stored energy per unit length in the cavities� 
depends only on the RF frequency. On the other hand, the energy which has to be supplied� 
to the beam, per unit length, in a single passage through the cavities, is proportional to� 
N/k. Hence the ratio between extracted and stored energy scales like ELBy/flQk.� 

-�
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The consequences of all these observa
Power/MW 

tions cannot be expressed as a simple
I E I 70 80 9O_~__~~..J 

power law in a few variables. How: f I2344 30G2 3875 478<. m 
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takes care of them; the result for a 
150 sample of machines is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. RF generator power vs. design energy 

3.2 Synchrotron tune Qs 

So far, it has been tacitly assumed that the frequency was about constant in the sca
ling operation. In existing machines it was largely chosen bearing in mind the availa
bility of high-power RF sources and the cost of RF cavities. In addition to beam loading, 
there are several other phenomena which favour a lower frequency. One of them is 
synchro-betatron resonances which can occur when the betatron tune Q and the synchrotron 
tune Qs of a machine are related by 

Q:. nQ s p (10) 

where nand p are positive integers. In machines like SPEARlO) and PETRAll) crossing 
them is associated with beam loss. In order to avoid them the working point Q has to be 
chosen carefully and controlled very well. Synchro-betatron resonances can be driven by 
dispersion in the RF cavities12 ). In this case their strength increases with Os. For 
Os « 1, it scales like Qs3/2. In an ideal machine, the dispersion can be made zero in 
the RF system. However, errors in the positioning and strengths of the magnetic elements 
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will always cause small but finite values of the horizontal and vertical dispersion. 

Synchro-betatron resonances can also be driven by exciting transverse deflecting fields in 

the RF cavities and other similar objects when the bunches pass them off-axis13 ). It 

is easy to relate Qs to the performance parameters of the machine: -
(11 ) 

Here, c is the velocity of 1ight, Cq = 3.84x10-13m, and CPs is the stable phase angle.� 

The equals sign applies when higher-mode losses are neglected. In deriving (11) it has� 

been assumed that the emi ttance is adjusted by an appropri ate choice of the tune,� 

accordi ng to (16), and not by wi ggl er magnets14) and/or a vari ati on of the dampi ng� 

partition numbers15). It follows that for constant Qs' fRF has to scale as follows:� 

-5/3 
f 'V E (12 ) 

RF 

In order to keep Qs constant the frequency has to scale like E-5/3 at constant k; or k� 

has to be increased like E5/2 at constant fRF. In the latter case the bunch spacing� 

decreases because k increases faster than the machine size.� 

Pulsed travelling-wave RF systems look most attractive when the frequency and the -bunch spacing are high8). This requirement conflicts with the above condition for� 

constant Qs.� 

4. INTERACTION REGION DESIGN 

4.1 Limits on By 

In order to obtain the desired luminosity with the minimum circulating current, the� 

design of e+e- storage rings "includes 10w-B insertions which make the beam size at the� 

interaction point particularly small. This has several consequences which w"ill be dis�

cussed in this section.� 

The consequences of optical limitations on the design of the interaction regions 16 )� 

can be qualitatively discussed in the following way. The rms beam size at the crossing� 

point is known. In thin-lens approximation it can be extrapolated to the centre of the� 

nearest quadrupole which is at a distance t x from the crossing point. Constraints on t x� 
due to the size of experiments are ignored for the time being. The aperture of� 

this quadrupole must be a factor Fa ~ 10 larger than the rms beam size in it. The quad�

rupo 1e fie1 d at the edge of the aperture BQ is determi ned by its construction techni que,� 

BQ ~ 1 T for a copper-steel quadrupole and higher for a superconducting one. In order� 

to obtain the focal length imposed by the optics, which is roughly itx' the physical quad�

rupole must have a length R.Q• Optics prohibits too small ratios ~ = tx/tQ' we use� 

G = 1. 5. Fi nally, the chromatic effects of the quadrupo1 e must be consi dered. Si nce� t 

-�
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they I1lIst be corrected for a momentum bi te of about ~ 1%, the ratio Gc = t x/By cannot 

be larger than 50 to 100. Applying all these considerations yields a formula for By : 

( 13) 

Here Zo = 120nQ is the impedance of free space. On the right-hand side only the ratio 

By /Bx appears. If the aperture calculation had been done for full coupling, this 

factor would have dropped out. Applying equ. (13) to the high-luminosity LEP insertion 

gi ves good agreement. It impl i es that By 'V E if all other terms are kept constant. 

Constant By could be achieved by having k 'V E2, a less steep variation than that required 

by the synchrotron tune Os (Section 3.2). 

4.2 Phenomena related to synchrotron radiation 

Two other phenomena entering into the design of the interaction regions are related 

to synchrotron radi ati on. Any el ectron which is defl ected emi ts synchrotron radi ation. 

This also holds for particles which pass a quadrupole field off-axis. This happens in 

two places in an interaction region, in the field of the opposite beam, and in the 

quadrupole magnets. Since the curvat,ure in a quadrupole is proportional to the 

distance from the axis, these phenomena depend on the particle amplitude. Here they are 

calculated for one standard deviation. 

4.2.1 Beam strahlung 

llThe fi rst phenomenon1]) was dubbed IIbeam strahl ung In thi s case the bending• 

radius is relatively small and the interaction length is comparable to the bunch length 

oz. This implies that the critical photon energy is high and the nUnDer of photons 

emitted by one particle ·in a collision is low. Therefore the dominant effect of beam 

strahlung is a contribution to the energy spread of the beam. If the condition is 

imposed that this contr-ibuti on be no 1arger than the energy spread in the absence of beam 

strahlung, the following relation must be satisfied: 

(14 ) 

Here nx is the number of crossing points. Distances are measured in metres, the energy 

in GeV, and 1032cm-2 s -1 = 1036 m-2s-1• Equ. (14) is independent of the beam-beam limit 

6Q, but assumes as in LEP that the ratio of the beam sizes at the crossing points is 

Oy/ox = 0.06. For parameters similar to those of LEP, L = 1032cm-2 s-1, nx = 8, k = 4, 

Oz = 0.063 m we find E ~ 250 GeV. This limit is probably pessimistic because of the 

approximations used in calculating the curvature. If beam strahlung is not to be a prob

lem at higher energies, the bunch length Oz and/or the bunch nUnDer k must be increased. 
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4.2.2 Quadrupole radiation 

The quadrupole radiation as it shall be called here is mainly generated in the 
insertion quadrupoles. Its characteristics differ from those of the beam strahlung. The 
bending radius and hence the critical photon energy are more comparable to those in the 
dipoles. In addition the length of the quadrupole is IIlJch higher than the bunch length 
and hence the nUnDer of photons emitted by one particle when passing the quadrupole is 
higher. Therefore the dominant effect of quadrupole radiation is its contribution to the 
energy loss, while its contribution to the energy spread is negligible. 

By arguing about the quadrupole aperture and strength in the same way as in 
Section 4.1 one can obtain an expression for the ratio of the synchrotron radiation losses 
in an interaction region quadrupole UQ to those in the bending arcs Us: 

(15 ) 

The stable phase angle now becomes a function of the betatron amplitude18 ). Other con
sequences of quadrupole radiation are being studied19 ). With all parameters except f 
fixed and with f ~ E-2, UQ/U s ~ E. If k ~ E2, the ratio UQ/U s becomes a constant. 

Both beam strahlung and quadrupole radiation are potential sources of background for 
experiments installed in the interaction regions. 

5. MAGNET LATTICE -
The bending radius p and the overall radius R of the arcs are known to scale like 

E2. The emi ttance Ex is given by (6). In thi s section, the standard method!) of ob

taining this emittance is discussed, and the aperture of the magnet lattice is estimated. 

5.1 Tune 

The emittance Ex in an e+e- storage ring is the result of a balance between the beam 
growth due to quantum excitation and synchrotron radiation damping. It can be controlled 
by choosing the dispersion in the magnet lattice whose average value is R/Q2. Here Q is 
the contribution of the arcs to the tune of the machine. The condition (6) yields an ex
pression for the value of Q1): 

-

(16 ) 

Here J x :::::: 1 is the damping partition nUnDer for horizontal betatron oscillations. 
Eq. (16) applies for not too large phase advances ~ per period. An accurate derivation 
valid for all values of ~ is given in ref. 20. 

Assuming that Land t.Q do not depend on the energy it follows that Q scales like 
(E2k/By )1/3• 
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5.2� Aperture� 
The length of a lattice period Lp is given by� 

(17) 

It determines the maximum value of the amplitude function B 

2 tan! (1 - sin t)� 
(18) 

Combining (18) with the emittance given by (6) allows a calculation of the rms beam size, 
and of the half size of the vertical aperture Ay which is usually chosen a factor Fa ~ 10 

larger than the beam size: -
1/2 

1/3 r 8/3 (a L) 4/3 (p J ) 1/3 ]
F 2 e R y x 
a [~ (C c)173 T -r- y'0/3 ~Q873 

(19) 

q 

Here the fact has been used that the verti cal emittance is at most Ex/2, in the fully 
coupled case. It has also been assumed that the phase advances ~x and ~y are about 
equal. Under these assumptions the horizontal half aperture is about 31/ 2 Ay• If L 
and ~Q are again assumed to be constant, it follows that Ay scales like (EBy/k)2/3. 

The scaling laws (16) for the tune, (17) for the lattice period Lp' and (19) for the 
aperture imply a certain scaling law for the lattice quadrupole field at the edge of the 
aperture. The scaling laws for the machine size imply that the fraction of a lattice 
cell occupied by the quadrupoles is constant. It can be shown explicitly that these two 
sets of conditions can be met with a quadrupole field at the edge of the aperture, BQ 
which is inversely proportional to the energy. 

5.3� Bunch length 

At this point, all the data are available to calculate the nominal bunch length <1zo 
for vanishing current. Bunch lengthening will be considered in Section 6.1. The bunch 
length is given by 

(20) 

Here a is the momentum compaction, C is the machine circumference, and creo is the natural 
energy spread due to quantum excitation and radiation damping: 
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-�
(21 ) 

Here Js ~ 2 is the damping partitionnurrber for synchrotron oscillations. The momentum� 
compaction is:� 

a. = (22) 

Combining (20), (2l) and (22), the bunch length becomes 

C )i(J - yR ~ (23)
zo - ~ ( P Js 

Substituting (11) ·for Qs and (16) for Q and arranging terms, the following result is� 
obtained� 

Cq c re) 1/6 (J/ f3y LP) 1/3 (3R ) 1/2 -11/6 
(24 )= ( 2 k ~Q2 2~ J cot ~s Ys fRF 

Assuming that L and ~Q are kept constant, and neglecting any variation of the stable phase� 
angle ~s' it follows that 0zo scales like (By/k)1/3fRF-1/ 2E-1/6.� 

6. COLLECTIVE PHENOMENA 

6.1 Bunch lengthening 

Bunch lengthening and widening is observed in all operating e+e- storage rings. As 
suggested by the names, the length and the energy spread of the bunches for finite current 
I are larger than for vanishing current. The reason for this is bel ieved to be a 
turbulent instabili ty2l), driven by the impedance which the vacuum charmer and the RF 
system present to the beam. The same impedance al so causes the higher-mode losses 
discussed in Section 3.1. 

The energy spread (Je due to the turbulent instability is given by 

a 3 I Z/n I (25)
e cos ~s 
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Here h is the hannonic nUnDer, VRF is the peak voltage of the RF system and Z/n is the 

impedance divided by the mode nUnDer n, taken at the most efficient frequency exciting 

turbulent bunch lengthening, i.e. about c/crz• The mode nUmber is the ratio between that 

frequency and the revolution frequency. 

In a modern machine with a rather smooth vacuum chant>er, Z/n is dominated by the 
contribution of the RF system and typically amounts to a few Q. Bunch lengthening occurs 
when the energy spread given by (25) exceeds the natural energy spread creo given by (20). 

If one observes that the quantities occurring in (25) are related to performance 

parameters such as L, By and boQ, and if one assumes that the machi ne parameters are 

adjusted accordingly, one finds for the bunch lengthening B = cre/creo : 

_ y h cot CPs) 1/2 C) 3/2(Jse2 c boQ ~Z/nl (26)
( 3TI r e C q ~ ~ x 

The surprlslng feature of (26) is the absence of parameters such as L, By, or k.. 

The significant parameters for Bare boQ, y and h. Since h 'U E2 fRF we conclude that B 

scal es 1ike E fRF1/ 3• In order to k.eep B constant the RF frequency fRF has to be 
decreased like E-3. For a given energy, a machine with a superconducting RF system has 

about half the radius of a machine with a conventional CW RF system7). Hence, for 
equal bunch 1engtheni ng B and energy E, the radio frequency fRF can be a factor of two 
higher in a superconducting machine. For equal Band fRF' the energy E in a 
superconducting machine can be higher by a factor 21/ 3 ~ 1.26. By cont>ining the 

scaling laws (24) for the natural bunch length crzo and (26) for B one finds that cr z scales 
like (ByE/kfRF)1/3. 

6.2 Coherent tune shift 

The most dangerous transverse phenomenon in LEp4) is the real frequency shift 

oQm=O associated with the head-tail instability in a single beam. Since the incoherent 
tune shift of a single beam is small, a difference arises between the two tunes which is 
proportional to the circulating current I. It must not exceed the value one half. 

An estimate for oQm=O is given by 

I R2 Z
T (27) 

Here ZT is the effective transverse impedance which can be related to the longitudinal 
impedance Z by22) 

2R ~ R A -3 (28)~ n n '" yy 
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where n is the mode number. Since l/n is about proportional to Ay-1, the transverse im
pedance IT scales like R Ay-3. Substituting the scaling laws (4) for I, (16) for Q, 
(19) for Ay ' (24) for Geo' and (26) for B yields the following scaling law for oOm=O: 

-

(29) 

At first sight, this scaling law looks quite strange, since oQm=O is inversely propor
tional to By and proportional to k. This behaviour can be understood by observing that 
the scaling law is dominated by the dependence of the aperture Ay (19) on these param
eters. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to find our way through the constraints on the machine design imposed by the 
various phenomena discussed above, we want to express them in terms of the smallest pos
sible set of parameters. For simplicity we assume that l and ~O are kept constant. If 
we eliminate the bunch length az from (14) by using (24) and (26), i.e. by estimating beam 
strahlung for lengthened bunches, we can express all scaling laws in terms of only four 
parameters: E, fRF' k, By*, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. 

Suumary of scaling laws 

No. Constant Requires 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Bunch lengthening 

Quadrupole radiation 

B * Y 

Os 

Beam strah1ung 

oQm=O 

fRF'" E-3 

k '" E2 

k '" E2 

fRF (By/k )2/3 '" E-5/ 3 

k.5/4(By/fRF) '" E5 

(k/By )fRFI / 3 ", E-l 

-

-
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The first constraint, due to bunch lengthening, imposes a condition on the radio fre

quency fRf. As the frequency decreases, the cost of the RF cavities and of the power 

sources increases rapidly. If we ~ that a practical lower limit is fRf = 50 Kiz 

and if we are willing to tolerate the same bunch lengthening as in lEP, we find a maximum 

design energy of E = 165 GeV for a copper Rf system, or [ = 210 GeV for a superconducting 

Rf system at the same frequency. For fRf = 100 Kiz, the correspondi ng energies are 

130 GeV and 165 GeV, respectively. It follows from (26) that the bunch lengthening fac

tor B is proporti onal to the sixth root of E3fRf • Hence, the limiting energies can be 

increased by assuming a slight increase in B. 

The second and third constraints relate the number of bunches to the energy. They 

imply that the bunch spacing must be constant. It follows that the e+ and e- beams must 

be separated by electrostatic plates if they circulate in a single magnet lattice, or that 

they must circulate in two different magnet lattices. In either case, they must be made 

to collide with tight tolerances at the crossing points. This conclusion was already. 

reached in ref. 17} for different reasons. Both schemes deviate drastically from 

present schemes with k = nx/2 in which the collisions between e+ and e- bunches are en

sured by the CPT theorem. 

The fourth and fifth constraints are automatically satisfied if the above conditions 

on fRf and k are fulfilled. 

When the scaling laws '" E-3 and k 'V [2 are applied to the last constraint itfRF 
follows that oQm=O '" [2 which is not acceptable. However this difficulty can be cir

cumvented, by changi ng the seal ing 1aw for the vertical aperture A • It was al readyy 
noted at the end of Section 5.2 that a constant "filling factor" p/R can be achieved with 

a quadrupole field SQ which is inversely proportional to the energy. The obvious 

alternative is to keep BQ constant and to add one power of [ to the scaling law for the 

aperture (l9). At constant l, By and !lQ, and with k '" E2, the aperture scales like 

E1/3 and hence doubling the energy only requires a rather modest increase in the 

aperture. This change in the aperture adds a factor [-3 to the right-hand side of (29), 
and ensures that oQm=O decreases with energy. 

The scaling laws derived above were used to study the parameters of a machine having 

four times the size 'of LEp4} and having twice the energy of Stage II in lEP, 260 GeV. 

A short parameter list is given in Table 2 which should be largely self-explanatory. The 

beam strahlung parameter is the left-hand-side of (14). The parameters were computed by 

the DESIGN program which includes most of the formulae in this paper, and exact beam 

loading and quantum lifetime calculations. It should be noted that the synchrotron 
radiation loss per turn amounts to more than 10% of the particle energy. 

It turned out that the assumption of constant Rf phase angle ~s was too rough. With 

increasing energy, ~s approaches 1T/2 and cot ~s becomes smaller. Hence the computed 

values of Qs and B are smaller, and those of and a are larger than the valuesa zo z 
obtained from the scaling laws at constant ~s. 
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Table 2.� 

Parameters of 260 GeV e+e- storage ring� 

Energy E 260 GeV 
Number of crossings nx 8 
Number of bunches k 16 
Ci rcumference C 126 km 
Average radius of lattice cells R 16 km 
Bending radius p 14 km 
Betatron tune (arcs only) Q 257 
Phase advance/cell l-l 60° 
Period length 
Dipole field 

Lp 
H 

65.2 
0.062 T 

m 

Max. and min. amplitude functions B 112.9 37.6 m 
Max. and min. dispersion D 0.33 0.20 m 
Max. hor. and vert. rms beam radius in cell 1.06 0.22 mm 
Natural rms energy spread O'eo 1.88x10-3 
Natural bunch length 0' zo 19.9 ITI1I 

Bunch lengthening factor B 3.4 
Actual bunch length O'z 67.4 mn 
Hor. and vert. amplitude functions at crossings 8X,y 1.6 0.1 m 
Lumi nosity l 1032 cm-2s-1 

Free space around crossings R. x 5 m 
Beam-beam tune shift l1Q 0.06 
Hor. and vert. rms beam radius at crossing 0' x,0' y ·100 6.3 lIm 

Beam strah1ung parameter 1.26xl065 

Circulating current/beam 2.78 rnA 

Synchrotron radiation loss per turn Us 28.9 GeV 
Synchrotron radiation power (two beams) Pb 161 MW 
length of RF system lc 7.5 km 
RF frequency fRF 50 MHz 

Peak RF voltage VRF 29.1 GV 

Stable phase angle CPs 96.6° 
Synchrotron tune Qs 0.023 

The design of high-luminosity e+e- storage rings does not become easier with in
creasing energy, even though most of the technical problems encountered in the design of 
lEP-I0023) were not considered here. The best solution found, a machine with many bun
ches in each beam and an RF system with a much lower frequency than presently favoured 

-�

-�

-�
-�

values, is not attractive. In addition, the cost of storage rings is likely to increase 
roughly in proportion to the square of the energy. 

-
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These features of an e+e- storage ring should be compared with those of colliding 
linacs24 ). Firstly, the cost of colliding lfnacs might be expected to be proportional 
to the energy. Secondly, they do not seem to be so prone to slow collective phenomena as 
storage rings. On the other hand, the art of building and operating storage rings has 
been developed over the last 15 years during which the difficulties which appeared have 
only gradually and partially been solved. Serious work on colliding linacs was only 
started about two years ago, no actual machine has so far been built, and much remains to 
be learned in this field. Storage rings designers are only too acutely aware of the un
expected problems that can arise when a new concept is put into practice. 
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